Links between chromatin structure, DNA repair and chromosome fragility.
This paper is a brief overview of the studies we have recently conducted to unravel how chromatin structure and DNA repair modulate the fragility of diverse chromosomes and chromosomal regions. We have employed a combination of molecular cytogenetic techniques, including interphase and metaphase multicolour FISH, reverse FISH with CpG-rich probes or repaired DNA fractions, and several combinations of FISH and immunocytogenetics with antibodies against acetylated histones. The targets of our investigation were human constitutive and facultative heterochromatin, chromosomes with high and low gene density and human and hamster fragile sites. The role of DNA repair was investigated by using DNA repair deficient mutants and DNA repair inhibitors. We found that intragenomic heterogeneity in DNA repair and chromatin structure may explain a substantial part of the differential fragility of diverse chromosomes and chromosomal regions.